
The Orchestra - Week 3 

This week we will explore instruments from around the 
world and think about which family the instruments 
belong to. First, listen to this orchestra play a song 
from Frozen. Keep an eye out for instruments you 
already know and new ones you haven’t seen before.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TI_P7pnZrJs&list=PL782_i
g8mzbYOUJT50pWASskaDd4ReMl8&index=10 

 

Which emoji best fits your feeling as you listened 
to the song?  

    ___ bored            ___ excited           ___ silly 

    ___ sleepy           ___ content            ___ confused  
 

Just for Fun: you can listen to this song from Lion 
King played by an orchestra of instruments from Asia 

if you want: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA7r3https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=qA7r3N91EVc&list=PL782_ig8mzbYOUJT50p
WASskaDd4ReMl8&index=11N91EVc&list=PL782_ig8mzbYO

UJT50pWASskaDd4ReMl8&index=11  
 
 

Design your own world music adventure! Watch 
and listen to four (4) of the video clips on the next 
page. YOU get to decide what instruments to 
listen to and what parts of the world you will visit. 
For each instrument you observe, try to figure 
out which family the instrument is related to.  

Review the instrument families first to remember 
how each of them work. 

The Brass Family: 
The brass instruments you know best are made of 
metal but some of their relatives are hollow tubes 
found in nature that can change pitch by buzzing 
higher and lower into the mouthpiece.  

 

The Woodwind Family:  
Woodwinds are hollow tubes of wood that have keys 
to cover and uncover to change the pitch. They have 
a reed or small hole in the mouthpiece to blow into.  

 

The String Family:  
String instruments are made of a wooden body with 
strings stretched across the frame. To make a sound on 
a string instrument you pluck the string with your finger to 
make a very short sound or pull a bow across it to make 
longer sounds. 

 

The Percussion Family: 
Percussion instruments can be made of many 
different types of materials. Some only make one 
sound and are called non-pitched percussion. Others 
have larger and smaller parts that can play lower and 
higher sounds and are called pitched percussion. To 
make a sound on a percussion instrument you strike 
it with a mallet, hit it with your hands, shake it or 
scrape it.  

 

HINT: You don’t have to watch the whole video. Just 
watch enough to see out how the instrument works.  
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Sarangi from India 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_
yMf_Ra9XM  

 

 
Didgeridoo from Australia  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cL
u9GmV2vF0&list=PL782_ig8mzbYZA
E-yx_7vu9FlfpWnSLIk&index=5&t=0s  

 

 
Bag Pipes from Scotland  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4
ZNz_vLTR0&list=PLvQbmbx0IOBCDk
qJ_vQc9zmnWaPvZBZVE&index=3 

 

 
Gamelan Ensemble from 

Indonesia  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioe

VkPBvU2E  

 

  
Shofar from the Middle East 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZU
g7rRpFGvA 

 

 
Conch Shell from the Pacific 

Islands  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fku

q6prZHoA  

 

When you are done, email your 
music teacher your answers.  

 
Koto from Japan  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6YV
76CnsKM 

 

 
Steel Pans from the Caribbean  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AP0z

UG8o0k  
 

 
Pan Flute from South America 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kpWll

K3VgI 
 

 
Fule from West Africa 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bHY
nSLj4_o&list=PL6A80916B744D3FD5 
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